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Analysing Sixteenth-Century Chant-Based
Polyphony
Some Methodological Observations, and a Case-Study
from Leonhard Paminger*

David J. Burn

Chant in sixteenth-century polyphony: some problems

Before the great drive to long-lasting uniformity initiated at the Council
of Trent, liturgical traditions varied over time and from region to region.
Locally specific feasts were not used outside a circumscribed geographical
area, and more generally observed feasts were often subject to individual
variety in the ways in which they were celebrated. This phenomenon has
often been used to determine the point of origin of Renaissance compo-
sitions.1 Yet a second, related phenomenon must also be borne in mind
when investigating polyphony based on chant from the sixteenth century
and before: even with chants and texts that were widely circulated, the
exact melodic content of individual chant melodies may differ from place
to place. The most well-known general difference concerns the so-called
Eastern and Western chant dialects.2 Indeed, it was only with the Editio

Medicea of 1614 that a situation approaching universal stability emerged
for the first time.3 However, with a small number of notable exceptions,
research on this aspect of chant-based polyphony often still remains
surprisingly unsophisticated.4 To mention just two symptoms of the
current general situation, at least as far as the sixteenth-century repertory
that this paper considers is concerned: the entirely inappropriate Liber

usualis is still routinely used as the only source of a chant model;5 or, if a
contemporary chant source is used, it is usually in isolation, without
consideration of other, potentially equally relevant sources, and with no
proof that the source chosen was actually used by the composer.6 These
approaches might be sufficient for answering certain basic questions,
such as whether a piece is chant-based at all, and if so, which voices are
derived from that chant.7 But it is clear that neither is the best way to
come to terms with sixteenth-century chant-based music in any detail,
and neither allows anything more than very general conclusions to be
drawn with any security.

A number of explanations can be put forward to account for this ra-
ther anomalous situation. First, polyphony based on chant, particularly
in the sixteenth century, is routinely marginalised as ever-more out of
touch with a progressive musical mainstream that prized individuality
of expression over links with tradition.8 As such, it remains a rather under-
researched topic tout court. Nonetheless, it can be thought of as among
the most important activities for sixteenth-century musicians. Second,
just as sixteenth-century chant-based polyphony is often unjustly viewed
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as peripheral, so too has sixteenth-century chant equally long been over-
looked, and only relatively recently begun to attract attention. Such basic
requirements for thoroughgoing research as proper bibliographic control
of sixteenth-century chant sources are currently lacking. Detailed studies
of any kind of the huge number of surviving sources are few and far
between, and detailed studies that deal with the specificities of melodic
forms in particular all the more so.9 As these lacunae are gradually filled,
the more detailed understanding of sixteenth-century chant practices
that will emerge is sure to lead to a better appreciation of many aspects
of sixteenth-century musical production. Clearer answers than are cur-
rently available may then be offerable to such fundamental, yet unsolved,
problems as, to name but a few: the extent to which sixteenth-century
composers had to use local chant forms in polyphony; the kinds of licenses
that composers allowed themselves when setting chant; and the extent
to which specific performative, formal-structural, functional, and symbolic
aspects of chants influenced polyphonic settings based upon them.

Such a project evidently far exceeds the scope of the present paper,
and lies some distance in the future. The present paper aims, rather, to
present a methodological grounding for part of that future work, in par-
ticular with respect to assessing how composers responded to the chant
melodies that they set in polyphony. My focus here deliberately concerns
not chants that are highly variable, but rather, those that show a marked
degree of chronological and geographical stability. Such a focus is promp-
ted by the current state of sixteenth-century chant research, and also
aims to deal with an at-first-sight problematic fact: that analysis of the
ways in which composers manipulated chant material in polyphonic com-
positions is predicated on knowledge of what the initial chant models
were, yet in most cases, the precise form of the chant model can only be
determined from the polyphony itself. The second part of the paper ap-
plies the method to a case-study. This aims in particular to give insight
into compositional process.

A comparative methodology

The most important starting-point of almost any detailed investigation
into chant-based polyphony must be a comparative study of the chant
model in as broad a range of sources as possible. In other words, the first
step in investigating chant-based polyphony is a detailed, isolated study
of the chant melody on which the polyphony is based. It is only on the
basis of such a comparison, which reveals the chronologically and
geographically variable or stable manifestations of specific chants, that
chant melodies can fruitfully be compared to any individual setting.
Such a comparison might seem obvious, and, indeed, I do not claim the
idea as a novel one. But it is very rarely undertaken in studies of
sixteenth-century chant-based polyphony – doubtless at least in part
because of the practical difficulties of negotiating sixteenth-century
chant sources.10

in: Die Tonkunst 5 (2011), pp.
16–23.

5 For a widely circulated ex-
ample see Christle Collins
Judd, “Josquin des Prez: Sal-
ve regina (à 5)”, in: Mark Ever-
ist (ed.), Models of Music Ana-
lysis: Music Before 1600, Ox-
ford 1992, pp. 114–153.
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Johannes Winterburger, 1511)
and the Antiphonale [Pata-
viense?] (Vienna: Johannes
Winterburger, 1519) along-
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editions; see Pierre de la Rue,
Opera omnia IX: The Motets,
ed. Nigel St. John Davison
(Corpus mensurabilis musi-
cae 97/9), Neuhausen 1996.
Presumably this was simply
because both Winterburger
books are easily available in
facsimile. The forms of the
chant melodies they present
are quite remote from de la
Rue’s orbit.

7 Even these questions are not
always solvable. For exam-
ple, some of Pierre de la Rue’s
motets appear to be based
on chant, but this has not yet
been definitively proven; see
de la Rue, The Motets (see
note 6), commentaries to in-
dividual pieces; and Burn,
“Pierre de la Rue’s Chant-
Based Motets” (see note 4),
p. 18.

8 On the mismatch between
the sixteenth-century “main-
stream” and the chant-based
genre of the mass proper, see
David J. Burn / Stefan Gasch,
“Chant Adorned: The Polypho-
nic Mass Proper in the Late
Middle Ages and Renais-
sance”, in: David J. Burn /
Stefan Gasch (ed.), Heinrich
Isaac and Polyphony for the
Proper of the Mass in the Late
Middle Ages and Renaissance,
Turnhout 2011, pp. 25–30.

9 For example, Marica Tacco-
ni’s study of the Renaissance
chant books at the Floren-
tine Duomo is in many ways
excellent, but hardly consi-
ders the music the books
contain; see M. Tacconi, Ca-
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Exactly where such a comparison might lead is unpredictable, and
highly dependent on the individual chant under examination. Each
melody has its own distinctive profile, and hence work can proceed only
through case-by-case analysis. Still, broadly speaking, the results can be
classified into two general categories. The first involves more or less local
or regional variants: if polyphonic settings seem to mirror these variants,
then they can be helpful in determining where the setting was composed,
or at least in revealing the chant-experience of the composer. The second
involves elements that can be considered as stable, and shared across a
wide range of sources. It may be possible to classify chant melodies as
wholes as tending more towards one or the other of these two poles.
But usually, chant melodies have elements of both categories at diffe-
rent points in their course: both localised specific variants and stable
parts. It is only by comparison, however, that the exact locations of
either, and the exact nature of the range of variability in each instance,
can be determined. Stability can only be proven through the deter-
mination of identity in geographically and chronologically disparate
sources. And equally, locally specific variants can only be ascertained to
be so by demonstrating that they do not arise outside a defined insti-
tution or region (absolute demonstration of a negative is of course im-
possible, but in such instances at least a reasonable case must be
assembled with a significant enough number of witnesses to be con-
vincing). Only once the lie of the sources is known can matches and
mismatches with a polyphonic setting be assessed: for example, as
pointing towards a specific region, rather than arising from commonly
shared material, or perhaps even pointing to the intervention of the
composer himself.

The following case-study focuses on a chant that, when compared,
exhibits a relatively stable profile. The primary reason for doing this is
because, together with knowledge of the variation to which a chant may
be subject, knowledge of the ways in which a composer worked with chant
melodies is essential when making a comparison between chant model
and polyphonic setting. Such knowledge can be gained only by examining
cases where the composer’s starting point can be known with more or
less absolute certainty. In such instances, it is then possible to see, on the
one hand, what was left untouched, and, on the other, what kinds of
alterations and additions have been made to the chant-derived material.
Such an orientation opens paths for examining compositional process
that are less easy to investigate when the very nature of the starting
point may be unclear. The basic compositional principles thus revealed
can then be applied to give insight into polyphony based on chants that
do not have a stable profile. In these latter cases, an assessment must be
made of the likely chant form used by the composer on the basis of the
polyphony itself.11 Yet it is not always a straightforward matter to de-
termine whether specific notes can be said to have been taken from the
model or not. Evidence derived from settings of stable chants of how a
composer is likely to have manipulated the material can go some way to
resolving this problem.
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Florence: The Service Books of
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10 A notable exception is Ro-
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World Collection of Polypho-
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Cathedral Archive, Music Ms. 4

(Monuments of Renaissance
Music 9), Chicago 1995, which
compares half-a-dozen six-
teenth-century versions of
the Salve regina (pp. 69–72).

11 John Milsom, in a follow-up
article to Judd, “Josquin des
Prez: Salve regina (à 5)” (see
note 5), attempts to recon-
struct Josquin’s version of
the Salve regina chant from
the polyphonic setting; see
“Analysing Josquin”, in: Ri-
chard Sherr (ed.), The Josquin

Companion, Oxford 2000, pp.
431–484.
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With a sufficient number of case-studies, general tendencies shared
across composers may be isolatable.12 In addition, just as chant melodies
themselves have individual profiles, individual composers may adopt dif-
ferent stances concerning fidelity and permissible intervention in the
chant models with which they worked.13 In that sense, analysis of the
treatment of chant models can be a useful addition to our picture of
composers’ individual aesthetic and stylistic preferences.

Case-study: Leonhard Paminger, Da pacem domine

The following case-study from the work of the Austrian composer, poet,
and theologian Leonhard Paminger (1495–1567) aims to make these ab-
stract observations more concrete. While Paminger’s achievements in the
field of chant-based composition are less well known than those of Pierre
de la Rue or Heinrich Isaac, to mention only the most obvious, they are
nonetheless just as remarkable in many ways.

Paminger was born in Aschach an der Donau (in Upper Austria) in
1495.14 In 1513 he matriculated at Vienna University, and became involved
with the singers at the Stephansdom. Shortly after his university studies,
he settled in Passau, where he remained for the rest of his life, associated
in various capacities (schoolmaster, rector, and secretary) with the school
of the Augustinian monastery of St. Nikola.

Such a pedestrian career in no way prepares for the vast musical
oeuvre that survives from Paminger’s pen. Composition was not, as far as
is known, an obligation of any of the positions that he held. Yet he must
count as one of the most productive composers of the first half of the
sixteenth century. Most of his surviving music is gathered in four collec-
tions published in the years after his death under the supervision of his
sons, who made it their task to immortalise their father in print.  The four
volumes are just a fragment of a projected ten-volume collection that
was never completed. Entitled Primus, Secundus, Tertius, and Quartus To-

mus Ecclesiasticarum Cantionum, they consist exclusively of sacred music,
as their title makes immediately clear.15 The first three together form a
polyphonic antiphoner for the whole year (573 pieces, mainly antiphons,
hymns, and responsories). The fourth begins with a polyphonic psalter
offering elaborate settings of around two thirds of the Psalms, and ends
with a collection of twenty-five miscellaneous motets (132 pieces in to-
tal). The prints thus contain about 700 pieces, most of which are chant-
based. Aside from the music in the Tomi, Paminger also left a substantial
collection of chant-based mass propers in manuscript.16 When considered
as a whole, the musical techniques applied to the chants in these pieces
are of necessity very varied, ranging from old-fashioned strict treatment
in which the cantus firmus is confined to a single voice in note-values
significantly longer than the surrounding voices, to more flexible para-
phrase-like approaches. Canon and, in particular, complex mensural tech-
niques feature prominently.17

12 Some are discussed in Burn,
“Vom Choral zur Polyphonie”
(see note 4).

13 For example, Heinrich Isaac
was inclined to relative fide-
lity, Pierre de la Rue, on the
other hand, particularly fa-
voured paraphrase; see Ho-
ney Meconi, Pierre de la Rue

and Musical Life at the Habs-

burg-Burgundian Court, Ox-
ford 2003, p. 171 and passim.

14 For a more extensive biogra-
phy see Ilse Roth, Leonhard

Paminger. Ein Beitrag zur deut-

schen Musikgeschichte des 16.

Jahrhunderts, Munich 1935;
and Heinz-Walter Schmitz, Pas-

sauer Musikgeschichte, Pas-
sau 1999, pp. 539–623.

15 Primus Tomus, Nuremberg
1573 [RISM P 828]; Secundus

Tomus, Nuremberg 1573 [RISM
P 829]; Tertius Tomus, Nurem-
berg 1576 [RISM P 830]; Quar-

tus Tomus, Nuremberg 1580
[RISM P 831].

16 See, most recently, David J.
Burn, “Leonhard Paminger’s
Manuscript of Mass Propers”,
in: Burn / Gasch (ed.), Hein-

rich Isaac and Polyphony for

the Proper (see note 8), pp.
299–318.

17 On the latter, see David J. Burn
/ Inga Behrendt / Grantley
McDonald, “Leonhard Pa-
minger (1495–1567) and the
Mensural System”, in: Maria
Caraci Vela / Daniele Sabaino
/ Antonio Delfino (ed.), Le no-

tazioni della polifonia vocale

dei secoli IX–XVII, vol. 2, Pisa
forthcoming.
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Example 1: Comparison of the chant-based line(s) in Paminger’s Da pacem with nine disparate chant sources
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Key to chant sources:
(a) State Library of Victoria, 096.1 R66A („Poissy Antiphonal“). Poissy, c. 1335-45, Dominican use; (b) Vilnius, Academy of Sciences, F22-95. Marienpoël, 1556; (c) Universiteit Gent,
Tsgrooten Antiphoner. Tongerlo, 1522; (d) Klosterneuberg, Augustiner Chorherrenstift, Ms. 1012. Klosterneuberg, 12th century; (e) Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 4303.
Augsburg, SS. Ulrich and Afra, 1459; (f) Copenhagen, Royal Library, Ms. 3449 8°, vol. 8. Augsburg, c. 1580; (g) Köln, Dombibliothek, Ms. 230. Cologne cathedral, 1st half 16th century;
(h) Utrecht, Universiteitsbibliotheek, Ms. 406. Utrecht (Diocese of Cologne), 12th century; (i) Antiphonale [Pataviense?] (Vienna: Johannes Winterburger, 1519).
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The antiphon Da pacem

As stated above, the present case-study is concerned with what can be
learnt from comparing a chant with a relatively stable profile to a poly-
phonic setting. It is true that many chants are relatively stable. None-
theless, the exact stability of a chant, and the exact kinds of variants that
occur, must be demonstrated in each specific instance, through indivi-
dual comparison in a sufficient number of chronologically and geographi-
cally disparate sources. On the basis of such a comparison, it is clear that
the antiphon Da pacem may be classed as very stable overall. The melody
also includes a small number of regionally specific variations. As is im-
mediately evident from its opening words, Da pacem is an antiphon for
peace. It was also assigned to the feast of The Holy Maccabees, and in
some places sung daily. The chant can be found in notated sources from
at least the turn of the first millennium onwards.18 Example 1 (lower
staves) compares the chant in nine chronologically and geographically
diverse sources, from the twelfth through sixteenth centuries, and from
Germany, France, and the Low Countries.19 Ideally, more sources would
also be taken into account, though the number included here seems (the
minimum) sufficient to indicate that further sources would only reinforce
the pattern that is already evident.

Despite the diversity of the nine sources compared, no variants at all
are found in the first three phrases.20 Of the following phrases, two
variants can be considered as most significant. First, at the end of phrase 4,
the word “est” can be set either to a d (sources a, b, c, e, g, and h), or to a c
(sources d, f, and i). Second, in phrase 5, setting the word “alius”, the first
syllable, “a-”, can receive either an f or an e, while the melisma on the
final syllable, “-us”, is subject to various patterns: beginning on f, rather
than g (sources d and h); omitting the first note of the longer, six-note
form (source c); and with either a-c’-a at the end (sources d, f, g, h, and i)
or a-b-a (sources a, b, c, and e). The variants encountered in phrase 5 are
typical of the difference between so-called Western and Eastern chant-
forms.21 With pitches that lie a semitone apart – a and b, or e and f – the
Western form tends to prefer the lower of the two, and the Eastern the
higher. Differences of this kind are observable throughout the repertoire,
and broadly distinguish sources from France and Italy, on the one hand
(Western), from those of Germany and Eastern Europe, on the other (East-
ern). Bearing this in mind, the variants in both phrases can be grouped.
Sources with a c on “est” always have f-f at the start of “alius”. This sug-
gests that the c at “est” can be considered an Eastern variant, albeit not a
consistent one (sources with f-f do not always have it). Equally, when
“alius” begins with f-f, it tends to end with a-c’-a, and when it begins
with e-f, then it tends to end with a-b-a. Again, importantly, this is not
absolutely watertight: source g, from Cologne, blends the Western initial
e-f with the Eastern a-c’-a ending.

Two further variants are encountered in phrase 6. At the start, “qui
pugnet” can be sung either to the pitches a-g-f (sources c, d, h) or a-a-g

(sources b, e, f, g, i). Source a appears to combine the two variants, as a-g-

f-g. There seems to be no correlation here with the Eastern or Western

18 See, for example, Sankt Gal-
len, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod.
Sang. 391, p. 222 (dating from
ca. 990–1000).

19 In the case of chants with
more variable profiles, it
makes sense to begin with
chant sources close to Pa-
minger’s orbit, but, even
there, a direct connection can-
not be assumed a priori. The
so-called Antiphonale Pata-

viense, published by Johan-
nes Winterburger in Vienna
in 1519 might seem particu-
larly proximate. Yet, on the
one hand, as David Merlin
pointed out in a paper pre-
sented at the same Cantus
Planus meeting as that at
which the first version of the
present article was given
(“L’antifonario Vienna, Win-
terburger, 1519: un Antiphon-
ale Pataviense?“), that print
nowhere claims to follow the
Use of Passau. And on the
other, the extent to which St.
Nikola maintained distinc-
tive chant traditions (and, in-
deed, the extent to which
Paminger composed his
works with functional inten-
tions, rather than for other,
more personal reasons) cur-
rently remain unclear.

20 Phrases are determined on
the basis of the placement of
rests in Paminger’s setting,
and indicated by boxed num-
bers in the Example. Diffe-
rences of immediate pitch
repetition without change of
syllable are discounted.

21 See Hiley, Western Plainchant

(see note 3), p. 573; Heisler,
“Die Problematik des ‘germa-
nischen’ oder ‘deutschen’ Cho-
raldialekts” (see note 2).
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22 The same may apply to the
Da pacem settings composed
by Ludwig Senfl, a composer
in a confessional/professional
conflict not dissimilar from
Paminger’s.

23 Sophonias Paminger’s O pa-

ter omnipotens / Da pacem is
also in two partes, as are
Senfl’s two five-voice Da pa-

cem settings. Dr Stefan Gasch
of the Senfl catalogue rai-

sonné project currently on-
going at Vienna University
informs me that the attribu-
tion of the second of Senfl’s
five-voice settings is ques-
tionable, as it appears in only
one late, and not particularly
reliable source (Da pacem [iii],
following the catalogue rai-

sonné numbering; see www.
senflonline.com, accessed 23
February 2012). Both of Senfl’s
five-voice settings, along with
his four-voice setting (Da pa-

cem [i]), are transcribed in
James Griesheimer, The An-

tiphon-, Responsory-, and

Psalm-Motets of Ludwig

Senfl, Ph.D. diss., Indiana Uni-
versity 1990, vol. 2, pp. 33–50.
By way of (extreme) com-
parison, Pierre de la Rue’s
setting is only twenty-five
breves long. Even so, de la
Rue’s setting not only pre-
sents the entire cantus fir-
mus, but also adds at least
four breves of freely com-
posed extension. See Burn,
“Pierre de la Rue’s Chant-
Based Motets” (see note 4),
pp. 19–21, which applies a si-
milar comparison to that pre-
sented here to de la Rue’s
piece. In de la Rue’s case, the
forms used at the few mo-
ments of regional variety are
suggestive evidence in fa-
vour of the piece’s authen-
ticity. De la Rue’s setting is a
four-voice double canon. It
can be grouped with a num-
ber of other strict canonic Da

pacems, including Brumel
(four-voice double canon, fif-
teen bars long) and Prioris
(six-voice triple canon, thir-
ty-three bars long).

form in the previous phrase, nor a clear majority preference. Second, on
the word “nobis”, one source (source a) sets the word to the three-note
pattern f-e-d, while all the remainder agree on f-g-f. Given the overwhelm-
ing majority verdict here, f-e-d can be dismissed with relative security as
an idiosyncrasy, and it is certainly safe to assume that composers in Pa-
minger’s time, including Paminger himself, worked with the majority version.

Paminger’s setting
A setting of Da pacem can be found in Paminger’s Tomus IV (the setting is
the fifth in the miscellaneous motet section that closes that Tomus; see
Appendix transcription). The piece is entitled “Precatio pro pace” (“A prayer
for peace”). For Paminger and other composers of his time, Da pacem was
not only a prayer for peace in general, but also had particular significance:
as a prayer for unity within the church in the face of the Reformation.
Indeed, Da pacem settings enjoyed a certain vogue in the first half of the
sixteenth century precisely because of the particularly topical resonance
of the text. While in many cases it is not necessary to assume that the
music in any way reflects the personal stance of the composer, that is
not so with Paminger: despite employment at a Catholic institution
throughout his life, Paminger was sympathetic to the Reformation, and
personally connected to its leading figures, including Melanchthon and
Luther himself. It is clear from these contacts, as well as his surviving
theological writings, that Paminger had a deep interest in religious mat-
ters, and gave voice to them through his music. In this sense, the setting
can be understood as a sincere expression of personal sentiment, and a
genuinely heartfelt response to the circumstances in which Paminger
found himself.22 That Da pacem had such a significance within the Pamin-
ger household is suggested most clearly by the piece that directly follows
that under discussion here in Tomus IV: another Da pacem setting, for
five voices, by Paminger’s son Sophonias. Sophonias’s piece is dated 1547.
In it, the chant is placed in the tenor voice, in traditional cantus firmus-
fashion, essentially unaltered, and in extremely long note values, while
the surrounding parts sing a second text, beginning, “O pater omnipotens
qui regnas trinus et unus”. This second text is newly written by Sophonias
himself, and clearly refers to the hope for reconciliation within the Church
at its close: “Fac nos concordes: Fiat ut una fides” (“Make us agree: Let
faith be as one”). That Leonhard’s setting too is out-of-the-ordinary, that
the composer lavished particular attention upon it, and that, accordingly,
he attached special importance to the piece, are immediately indicated
by at least two musical features. First, Paminger uses the largest scoring
that appears with any regularity in the Tomi: six voices. Only eighteen of
the 132 pieces in Tomus IV use six-voice scoring; only one piece in the To-

mus uses a greater number of voices: a seven-voice setting of the Pater nos-

ter. Six-voice scorings occasionally occur elsewhere in the Tomi, but remain
exceptional throughout Paminger’s works. And second, despite the rela-
tive shortness of the antiphon model, Paminger’s setting is cast on a
surprisingly imposing scale: more than ninety breves in length, and in
two partes.23 Indeed, his setting is amongst the very longest of those that
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survive from the sixteenth century.24 Furthermore, as will be seen, Paminger
uses an unusually wide array of chant-setting techniques in the piece. Of
the nearly twenty other Da pacems that I have examined, most tend to
consistently apply the same treatment-principle to each chant phrase.25

The first of the motet’s two partes sets the first three chant phrases.
In these phrases no variants at all were encountered in the chant compar-
ison. The pars can be considered to consist of two musical units: the first,
up to b. 19, treats the first two chant phrases, and ends with a long, static
chord; and the second from the second half of b. 19, treats the third chant
phrase. In the first unit, four levels of material can be distinguished, of decreas-
ing structural significance: the chant itself; a countermelody against the
chant; “shadowing” of the countermelody;26 and free material. These struc-
tural levels in the music must broadly mirror the order of composition itself.

Paminger recognized, first, that the opening six chant notes can be
divided equally into two, to form two related and complementary pitch-
patterns: one falling then rising by step, on the words “Da pacem”; and
the other rising then falling by step, on “domine”. Usually, each of these
two patterns is obvious through distinctive rhythmic treatment, in regular
breves. Sometimes Paminger divides the second note of the second chant
phrase into two semibreves (such as in the tenor line; see Example 1).
Given the unanimity among the chant sources, and the fact that the
expected form appears elsewhere in Paminger’s setting, this can be seen
as a compositional alteration, showing that Paminger was prepared to
treat chants as a kind of “melodic clay” that could be adapted if need be.
The alteration here adds rhythmic interest, and also, through the pitch-
repetition, forces a new text underlay different from that of the original
chant. The change was probably motivated by a desire, when possible, to
accurately reflect the accentuation of the text: when the phrase is set in
equal breves, the central, weak syllable “-mi-” is unduly stressed by the
rise in pitch; breaking the second note into two ensures that the syllable
is rhythmically weaker than the initial, accented syllable, “do-”, while still
preserving the expected breve length for the note.27

All but one of the six voices presents the two chant phrases in this
opening unit: only the bassus does not participate in the presentation of
chant-derived material. By consequence, the chant is almost continuously
present throughout the unit. Such a pervasive long-note presentation of
the chant in multiple voices is not customary in Paminger’s music, nor in
chant settings in general at this time. As such, the piece begins with a
dramatic and rhetorically expansive opening gesture designed to rein-
force and strengthen the opening plea.

The gesture is not only rhetorical, but also an opportunity to explore
the contrapuntal possibilities of the chant melody.28 An opening imitation
between 1st and 2nd discantus sets the melody against itself after two
breves, at the unison. The tenor then imitates the 2nd discantus in the
same relationship, substituting the lower octave for the unison. As the 1st

discantus is not yet finished with its chant statement, the tenor entry
creates a three-voice imitative structure. The quinta vox adds yet a fur-
ther statement of the chant, simultaneously with the tenor, but a 4th be-

24 Sophonias Paminger’s O pa-

ter omnipotens / Da pacem,
at 101 bars in transcription,
and Senfl’s (?) Da pacem (iii),
at ninety-six bars in trans-
cription, are the only ones
that I have seen that exceed
Paminger’s in length. Other
apparently longer settings,
such as Gombert’s and the
four-voice setting by Claudin
de Sermisy, include extra
text in addition to that of
the antiphon. Most others
are around forty bars long.

25 To mention only those set-
tings most proximate to Pa-
minger’s: Sophonias Pamin-
ger’s O pater omnipotens /

Da pacem uses a long-note
tenor throughout, with can-
tus firmus material never ap-
pearing in the other voices;
Senfl’s four-voice Da pacem

(i) offers a double presenta-
tion of the chant, in the dis-
cantus and tenor voices,
while the bassus and tenor
are largely free; and Senfl’s
five-voice Da pacem (ii) is
structured around a triple
presentation of each chant
phrase in the lower three voi-
ces, while the upper voices
are again free, with the ex-
ception of the beginning of
each pars.

26 I borrow the term “shadow-
ing” from John Milsom. It re-
fers to tracking all or part of
a structurally significant line
in parallel 3rds and/or 6ths.
See John Milsom, “Crequil-
lon, Clemens, and Four-Voice
Fuga”, in: Eric Jas (ed.), Be-

yond Contemporary Fame: Re-

assessing the Art of Clemens

non Papa and Thomas Cre-

quillon, Turnhout 2005, pp.
293–345, here p. 300 note 27
and p. 345.

27 A strict respecting of syllable
quantity is apparent in some
of Paminger’s works. The tech-
nique is clearly inspired by
humanist odes, although Pa-
minger usually restricts it to
a single voice, around which
he weaves standard counter-
point, rather than adopt the
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neath it (b. 5ff.; the first note is shortened from a breve to a semibreve).
This raises the possibility of a new imitative relationship – the lower 4th or
upper 5th – a possibility taken up in the altus from b. 7. A sense of climax is
created from b. 10 by taking chant phrase 2 alone, and reducing the time
between entries from two breves to one (b. 10, quinta vox, beginning on f;
b. 11, tenor, beginning on b b; b. 12, altus, beginning on f’, with free paraphrase
after first note; b. 13, quinta vox, beginning on b b). In b. 15, Paminger creates
the illusion of yet a further acceleration: the tenor shadows the altus in
parallel 3rds, but the first notes are staggered to suggest an imitative entry
now at the distance of a semibreve (for more on shadowing, see below).

The chant-derived lines form a framework around which the remain-
ing counterpoint was then fitted. First, the chant melody is consistently
combined with a freely invented countersubject that provides both a
rhythmic complement to the breves of the chant lines, as well as contrary
melodic motion. The countersubject’s importance is immediately clear
from the fact that it forms the other member of the opening duet (b. 1–2,
quinta vox). It appears every two breves thereafter: in b. 3 (altus); b. 5
(bassus); b. 7 (tenor, as extension of first cantus firmus statement; see
Example 1, marked with “X”); b. 9 (bassus); b. 11 (1st discantus); and b. 13 (2nd

discantus). The countersubject is particularly well-contrived in that it can
combine with both chant phrase 1 and chant phrase 2 without any alter-
ation or transposition. The desire to ensure the continual presence of this
countersubject can be seen to be as important a determining factor in
structuring the section as the disposition of the chant cantus firmus itself.
Interestingly, the countersubject is varied in a manner exactly analogous to
that in which Paminger intervened in chant phrase 2: its penultimate note,
initially a semibreve, is split into two minims when setting the word “domine”,
again probably to ensure that the central syllable is not overaccented.

The chant and countersubject provide much of the essential musical
fabric for the unit. Nonetheless, additional textural richness was some-
times required. The primary means by which Paminger achieved this was
shadowing one or another of the structural voices in parallel 3rds or 6ths
(or compounds of these intervals). The first such instance, in the quinta
vox in b. 3–4, illustrates the procedure clearly: at this moment, a reduction
in texture would interrupt the initial vocal build-up from two, to four, to
the full six voices, hence a continuation is required. The shadowing tech-
nique is not only relatively simple, but also minimises potential distraction
from the two essential material-types, the chant and the countersubject.

The final compositional stage was to fill in any remaining undesirable
textural gaps with entirely free counterpoint. In the first unit, there is sur-
prisingly little such material, aside from a brief filler in the altus in b. 13–14,
and at the end of the unit, which Paminger wanted to round off with two
full breves of sustained full scoring (the longest such moment in the
whole unit). In sum, the setting has an ear-catching beginning: rhetorically
impressive, and compositionally sophisticated.

The second unit is of almost equal length to the first. Balanced pro-
portions were clearly a concern of the composer. The chant material too
is of near equal length in both units: seven notes in chant phrase 3, com-

rigorous homophony of the
classic ode style. One exam-
ple, Homo bulla (Tomus IV), is
discussed in David J. Burn,
“Musical Tributes to Me-
lanchthon”, in: Grantley Mc-
Donald / Inga Mai Groote
(ed.), Melanchthon and Mu-

sic, in preparation. I have not
found a similar alteration in
other Da pacem settings.

28 Such an interest is also evi-
dent in Senfl’s settings: in
particular, he seems to have
been intrigued by the pos-
sibility of simultaneously
presenting different chant
phrases in different voices.
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pared to the six of chant phrases 1 and 2 together. Paminger met the chal-
lenge of stretching the limited pre-existent material to fill the desired
number of bars of polyphony with two basic techniques: repetition, and
multiple presentation of the chant phrase in more than one voice.

In contrast to the first unit, the tenor voice is now more clearly cantus
firmus-like, and distinct from the other voices in almost exclusively using
semibreves or longer note values. The tenor presents the chant phrase
three times, but never in quite the same rhythmic or melodic guise (see
again Example 1). Before the tenor enters, the 1st and 2nd discantus work
the same phrase in imitation (b. 19–22). The quinta vox fills out the texture
with straightforward shadowing, first of the dux, then of the comes.

Despite the tenor’s rhythmic appearance as the primary structural
voice, its divergences from the chant model and examination of the re-
maining voices show that the section consists of a series of triple state-
ments of the cantus firmus material. The first of these is between tenor
(b. 22ff., beginning on a), altus (b. 24ff., beginning on e’), and 2nd discantus
(b. 25, beginning on a’). This is the explanation behind the penultimate b
in the tenor’s first statement of chant phrase 3: proceeding to the
expected g would give parallel 5ths with the altus, and it is the altus that
has priority at this point. Similarly, the altus departure from its previous
regular breve rhythm in b. 27 probably results from a desire to maintain
equal breves in the 2nd discantus statement. Had the altus continued in
breves, then parallel 5ths would result.29 The next triple statement offers
a different configuration: 1st discantus (b. 29, beginning on d’’); tenor (b. 30,
beginning on a); and altus (b. 32, beginning on e’). The subsequent 2nd

discantus entry (from b. 33) is also clearly chant-derived, but now using
short note-values. The final tenor statement (b. 35ff.) also receives two
echoes (b. 39ff., 2nd discantus; and b. 40ff., altus), though now far enough
away from the tenor as to appear as an isolated afterthought, diffusing
the previous energy and bringing the pars to its close. Just as none of the
tenor statements of the chant phrase is identical, neither do any of the
other statements of the phrase in any of the other voices ever exactly
match each other. A judicious balance is preserved between a varied sur-
face and underlying unity. This flexible approach acts both as a counterfoil
to the unusual rigidity and solemnity of the opening unit, as well as as a
bridge to the yet more regular and typical tenor cantus firmus style of
the second pars. In this sense, it may be that the manner in which this
chant phrase was composed out was conditioned as much by the styles
of the adjacent sections as by any internal dynamic.

A relatively dense texture is maintained throughout the unit once
the tenor has begun. Only rarely do fewer than five of the six voices sound.
In contrast to the first unit, the non-chant-derived voices have no con-
sistent secondary themes. Such a technique would have distracted from
the chant-based voices. Rather, density is achieved either through shadow-
ing or simply with free, deliberately neutral counterpoint that seeks above
all to provide rhythmic impetus and harmonic richness.

Just as the two units that make up the prima pars are of near-identical
length, so too are the two partes that make up the setting as a whole. This

29 Similar alterations to the
chant for contrapuntal rea-
sons are also found in Senfl’s
five-voice Da pacem (ii),
where the primary structure
is a triple presentation of
each cantus firmus phrase in
the lower three parts.
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is not simply accidental. The amount of chant material treated in the second
pars is significantly greater than in the first. Paminger must thus have had
an interest in maintaining regular proportions across the setting as a whole.

Overall, the second pars has a much more obviously traditional cantus
firmus structure and texture than the first. Throughout the pars, the tenor
can be seen as the main chant-bearing voice. It presents the chant melody
split into four phrases, each with more or less the same number of chant
notes, and each preceded by a relatively long rest. No phrase is repeated
in the main cantus firmus voice. The tenor line presents the borrowed
material in note-values significantly longer than the other voices: breves
and longs predominate (regularly alternating in phrase 7), with occasional
shorter notes to avoid absolute predictability.

In chant phrases 4 and 5, significant variants were found among the
sources. Given that Paminger’s tenor line in both phrases exactly matches
the version of the chant found in the source most geographically and
chronologically proximate to him (source i, Winterburger’s 1519 Antipho-

nale), it is fair to assume in these phrases that he took over his model
without alteration. This is not to suggest that Paminger was working with
the 1519 Antiphonale itself. At the beginning of phrase 6, Paminger follows
the a-a-g version, but then diverges from all compared sources by setting
“nobis” not to -f-g-f, but rather simply to g-f. This must be assumed to be
an intervention on the part of the composer, and shows that, even in
seemingly rather strict treatments, some flexibility was permissible.33

Perhaps the alteration was to create a more mobile melody by omitting a
note that would otherwise immediately repeat the preceding pitch, or to
create a relationship with the 2nd discantus in b. 68–70, which treats the
same chant phrase in paraphrase style, where it is not uncommon to omit
or decorate repeated notes in the model melody.

While the tenor cantus firmus governs the overall direction of the
second pars, the rests between the phrases create space for freer or diffe-
rent treatments of the chant phrases. In the rests preceding the first tenor
entry (b. 45–48), chant phrase 4 is presented in the 2nd discantus in equal
semibreves (b. 45–46), then followed by a free extension that brings the
three sounding voices to a cadence whose resolution coincides with the
tenor entry. Shadowing remains an essential elaborating technique: the
altus from b. 45–48 does little more than parallel the 2nd discantus at the
lower 3rd. The 1st discantus is free. Against the tenor cantus firmus, the
altus states the same phrase simultaneously in shorter note values
(b. 52–54). Although, as in the first pars, this adds rhetorical emphasis,
this must be judged as more opportunistic than before, given the clear
structural priority of the tenor. The free motif passed between quinta
vox and altus in b. 49–50 is equally opportunistic. Nonetheless, given the
general absence of imitative exchanges in the section, it serves to dis-
tinctively characterise the all-important first tenor entry in the section.
The following tenor rests are filled with a further statement of the same
phrase (altus, b. 56–58), extended, as before, with free counterpoint.

Phrase 5 remains the exclusive preserve of the tenor, never appearing
in any other voice. The polyphonic presentation is shaped not by counter-

30 Sophonias Paminger’s set-
ting clearly follows the stan-
dard chant form here. So too
do all other settings that I
have examined, when they
do not paraphrase or deco-
rate with smaller note values.
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point but by texture: carefully placed moments of full scoring occur at the
tenor’s beginning and end (b. 61–62 and 65–66), while the upper voices
drop away in between. The two fully scored moments are rhythmically
and motivically related through a repeated-note pattern, beginning on the
weak beat, and simultaneously presented in the two uppermost voices.

The following tenor rests are treated in a similar way to those at the
beginning of the pars, with one voice derived from the chant, while the
others either shadow or are free. In b. 72, the altus gives the illusion of
presenting a genuine long-note cantus firmus, to which the tenor entry
in b. 73 is an imitation. It only becomes clear in b. 75, long after the effect
has been made, that this is not going to be strictly carried through. Once
the tenor has entered, a consistently full texture is maintained from then
on until the end of the piece, with five or all six voices almost always
sounding. The counterpoint is free, and without distracting secondary
structures to steal attention from the primary cantus firmus line. Thus
the setting ends with the chant melody unequivocally sounding through
a rhythmically busy but unpredictable harmonic halo.

Conclusions

Precisely because Paminger’s setting of Da pacem is out-of-the-ordinary
and unusually lavish in some respects, it is a particularly clear demonstra-
tion of some of the chief ways in which sixteenth-century composers
could exceed the purely functional when setting a chant in polyphony. It
is obvious that Paminger viewed his treatment of Da pacem as ultimately
an interpretative act. He paid attention to the formal, syntactic, and se-
mantic features of his model, even to the extent of occasionally overriding
the model itself when absolute fidelity would have produced undesirable
results. He marshalled a range of rhetorical devices both to cast the
primary message of the piece in the spotlight, and to individually cha-
racterise each of the piece’s units. The concern with global proportions
and with contrapuntal exploration shows that polyphony may, in paral-
lel, also follow its own, independent laws.

The method and case-study presented in this article aim above all to
encourage detailed and solidly grounded engagement with sixteenth-
century chant-based music. I hope, in particular, to have made it clear
why a detailed investigation of the chant-models of such settings is es-
sential, and to have shown at least one of the directions in which analysis
of chant model and polyphonic setting in tandem may lead. The way in
which one composer responded to one particular chant of necessity leads
to particular results. Still, it is reasonable to suppose that the same con-
cerns will arise in other, perhaps less immediately eye- and ear-catching
chant-based works. With further, similar case-studies, appreciation of both
individual pieces in themselves, as well as the extent to which Paminger’s
procedures – or those of any other composer of his time – can be con-
sidered as normal or unusual, can only become sharper.
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Appendix.
Leonhard Paminger, Da pacem domine (“Precatio pro pace”), Quartus tomus ecclesiasticarum cantionum, “Aliquot piae preces”, No. 5
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Summary

Given that the melodic content of chants in the sixteenth century was not uniform, six-
teenth-century chant-based polyphony poses problems concerning the identity and treat-
ment of its models. Though this phenomenon is well known, it has received insufficient
attention in analyses of sixteenth-century music. The first part of this article argues the
importance of investigating chants in themselves through wide-ranging comparison, and
discusses some of the directions in which such comparisons may lead. The second part of
the article presents a case-study from the work of Leonhard Paminger (1495–1567), where a
demonstrably stable chant is treated polyphonically. As the model in this case can be known
with relative security, unusually deep insight is available into compositional process.

Zusammenfassung

Da Choralmelodien im 16. Jahrhundert nicht einheitlich überliefert sind, stellen die zeitge-
nössischen choralbasierten mehrstimmigen Kompositionen in Bezug auf ihre Identität und
die Bearbeitung der Vorlagen eine Herausforderung für die Forschung dar. Obwohl dieses
Phänomen hinlänglich bekannt ist, wurde es bei der Analyse von Musik des 16. Jahrhunderts
bislang zu wenig beachtet. Der erste Teil des vorliegenden Artikels plädiert daher für eine
umfassende vergleichende Untersuchung der Choräle selbst und zeigt einige Perspektiven
auf, in die solche Vergleiche weisen können. Der zweite Teil des Artikels stellt eine Fallstudie
aus dem Werk Leonhard Pamingers (1495–1567) dar – eine Komposition, in der ein nachweis-
lich stabiler Choral mehrstimmig bearbeitet wurde. Da die Vorlage in diesem Fall relativ
sicher bestimmt werden kann, läßt sich hier ein ungewöhnlich tiefer Einblick in den kompo-
sitorischen Prozeß gewinnen.


